
LinksWare Messages

•Not enough memory for this operation.
•Not enough memory to launch LinksWare.
Either you do not have enough memory installed, or you have too many 
windows open to continue. Multifinder users should try increasing the size of 
memory allocated by using the finder’s get Info command.
•There is not enough free space on the volume to create a new LinksWare 
set. (256K is required.)
•Unable to create a new LinksWare file.
•Error loading the LinksWare set.
These messages indicate errors with the LinksWare set. Either there is not 
enough room on the disk to create a new set or there was an error trying to 
create or load the set. If the error was in loading, perhaps shutting off the 
machine and restarting will work.    Additionally you could select “Load 
Existing Set” from the utilities menu to try to force a load. 
•Too many links. Remove an existing one first in order to add a new link.
Links are limited to 127 words in context or 64 rectangles per document. You 
have exceeded that amount.
•REPLACE the current link with a new one?
The word you selected to add a link to already has a link added. By 
continuing you will replace the old link with the new one.

•Unable to display this type of file.
•Unable to load XTND translator.
•No resource fork in file. Unable to continue reading.
•XTND error reading file.
•Out of memory. Unable to finish reading document. Abridged version will be 
shown.
•Error reading file during open. Unable to display this file.
•Unable to load XTND Translators. See page 5 for further information.
These messages may appear during file reading processes. They indicate 
errors with XTND or other translators. There is nothing which can be done to 
correct these situations except to try replacing the translators or Claris XTND
System on the chance they are corrupted. It is possible that the file itself is 
damaged.

•Unable to locate the file: 
•The link is lost. Clicking again will try to find it again, or you may Remove 
the link by choosing "Remove Link" from the Links menu.
Received when a link has been altered outside of the LinksWare program, 
such as moving or renaming a file.

•LinksWare™ requires System 6.05 or better to run.
•LinksWare™ requires 128K roms to run.



Either your machine or system is not recent enough to run LinksWare.
•Maximum size for backup list has been exceeded. Backup so far will be 
recorded.
There are 64,536 bytes to record the full pathnames to files in your 
LinksWare set. You have exceeded this amount (very rare). The most likely 
reason is having many files buried very deep in nested layers of folders so 
that the full pathname is extremely long. Try moving the files closer to the 
root level or placing them all in the same folder.

•file errors -33 to -61
•memory -108 to -117
•Error adding the file (name).
•Unknown error with LinksWare™. Please record how this happened and call 
(408) 372-4155.

 We hope you won’t see any of these messages, as we have tried to prevent 
them from seeping through. They indicate standard Apple errors. They are 
accompanied by messages we believe to be clear enough to indicate the 
problem. File errors numbered from -33 to -61 generally indicate some 
problem with the file that you are displaying, rather than with LinksWare. 

If you see these error messages and are convinced that there is no problem 
with your files, please record how you got the message and call us for help. 
We want LinksWare to be perfect.


